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THE UNTOLD STORY OF
N O T P E T YA , T H E M O S T
DEVASTATING CYBER ATTACK
IN HISTORY . Fascinating story of
the attack on Maersk shipping
lines. tinyurl.com/yazequ8y.
APPLE MAKES IT A BIT MORE
DIFFICULT TO MAKE A GENIUS
BAR APPOINTMENT. But why?
tinyurl.com/yc79pj9a.
HOW TO ZOOM IN OR OUT.
Seems increasingly important as
we get older and pixels get smaller.
tinyurl.com/y94belxx.
HOW TO MAKE YOUR NEW
APPLE EARPODS FIT
PERFECTLY. Just use $10 flexible
little rubber arms. tinyurl.com/
y89khh7d. Better yet get some $23
Bluetooth earpods from MPOW.
Then no cables!
HOW TO VIEW FOLDER SIZES
USING FINDER. Go to View…
tinyurl.com/y97vx2zo.
NOVEMBER LOCATION We will
meet at Ludington Library in
Bryn Mawr. It’s at the corner of
Lancaster and Bryn Mawr
Avenues, near the Bryn Mawr
train station.
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MEETINGS - SECOND
SATURDAY OF THE MONTH

MOJAVE ISSUE

LEVITUS - WORKING SMARTER
Our presenter at this Saturday’s meeting will be
Bob “Dr. Mac” LeVitus who will show us three
techniques he guarantees will save you up to an
hour a day, every workday fo the rest of your life.
And then he’ll show you a few of his favorite things.
He has been developing strategies and tactics for
staying focused and doing more work in less time
for at least two decades.
Lastly, he’ll provide us with his latest tips and tricks with an emphasis on Mojave and
iOS 12 (and maybe WatchOS 5).
Bob LeVitus, often referred to as "Dr. Mac", has been one of the world's leading
authorities on Apple technology for more than three decades. He's written or co-written
more than 85 popular tech books including: macOS Mojave For Dummies, iPhone For
Dummies: 12th Edition, and iPad For Dummies: 10th Edition, all for Wiley Publishing.
For the past 22 years Bob has been the Apple technology columnist for the Houston
Chronicle, and a columnist for the Mac Observer for as long as he can remember.
One more thing: Bob's big thing now is Working Smarter for Mac Users:
www.workingsmarterformacusers.com, which oﬀers an online course and eBook
dedicated to showing Mac users how they can do more work in less time so they have
more time for things they love.
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Typical Meeting Agenda
9:00 - 9:05: Call to order in main meeting
room.
9:05 - 10:05: Three Concurrent Special
Interest Groups (SIGs) convene in
separate rooms. The three current
SIGs are:
Newer Users- We cover the most
basic questions you may have about
your Mac/iDevices and how to use
them.
Multimedia - We discuss using your
Mac/iDevices and applications for
photo, video, audio, and print media.
OS - We go beyond basics to discuss
Apple’s current operating systems,
using your Macs & iDevices, & various
applications, & have Q&A.
10:05 - 10:15: Continuation of Q&A for all
attendees.
10:15 - 10:30: Welcome and other business.
10:30 - 11:50: Main Presentation (by a
member or guest)
11:50 - Noon: Raﬄes and silent auctions.
Come join some fellow MLMUG members
for lunch after the meeting at a nearby
restaurant.

MLMUG Email list
The Main Line Macintosh Users
Group has its own email list,
hosted at Groups.io. Compose
your letter and email it to
MLMUG@groups.io and your
message will be sent to everyone
on the mailing list. Contact Bob
Barton (barton@bee.net) if you are
a member and you are not on the
list.
Please observe good email
etiquette. If your message is humor
or not Apple-related (oﬀ-topic),
please include "Humor" or "OT" in
the subject line. The Groups.io
Terms of Service are at groups.io/
static/tos. Look for the section on
"Conditions of Use"
The MLMUG list may be used to
post Apple-related items for sale,
but any solicitation of members
through the list is forbidden
without the written consent of a
MLMUG oﬃcer. Violation of the
Groups.io terms of service or good
email etiquette may result in
removal from the list.
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New Users SIG
You don’t have to wait a whole month to
get answers to your basic Mac questions!
Get together with other members on the
fourth Saturday (i.e., two weeks after each
regular meeting) for the Startup Folder Lite.
Many new users have said that they can
learn much more from face-to-face
meetings than they do from manuals or
other sources. That’s what this meeting is
all about. Go to www.mlmug.org/nusfl.html
for details.
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Membership Information
Membership dues are $25 for individuals and $35 for
families. Memberships are based on your anniversary
date, which is the month you joined. You will be emailed reminders when membership fee is due.
If you’re just visiting to check us out, or if you’ve
been visiting for some time, but haven’t joined,
consider these BENEFITS OF MEMBERSHIP:
• Monthly meetings, where you can learn, share,
and meet everyone from working Mac
professionals to new Mac users from all
backgrounds.
• Monthly newsletter, which is full of interesting
Mac news, tips, and information.
• Useful free items at the monthly Raﬄes.
• Discounts. Vendors oﬀer special prices to User
Group members.
• Web Site with 2-3 years of MLMUG
newsletters, meeting information, a member
directory, directions to our meetings, and much
more! Our web site is www.mlmug.org.
• MLMUG Mailing List, to post technical
questions or comments to each other and the
experts within the group.
• Reviewers keep items reviewed.
Are you ready to join? Please make a check
payable to MLMUG and bring it to a monthly
meeting or mail it to:
Treasurer, MLMUG
P.O. Box 1374
Southeastern, PA 19399
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Bookmarks
By Mark Bazrod

Mojave And Surveillance

The entire November issue is devoted to one subject - Mojave.
That’s something I‘ve never done in my 10 years as editor of this
magazine. I have become more and more impressed with
Mojave's capabilities as I read more and more about it. In fact, I
have become so impressed with the reports of so little problems
that I probably will install it even if the 10.14.1 release is not out
by mid-November.

The blue dots are the sites he visited; the red and gray spots are
the sites tracking him.

I have included two long reviews of Mojave because there are a
number of aspects of Mojave's many features that need detailed
explanation. Also, I have found that reading about the subject
from diﬀerent viewpoints helps me understand the subject better.
I hope you find following this approach useful.

Joe Kissel's talk on privacy at our September meeting gave us a
needed look on our loss of privacy and what steps we can take
to diminish it, including a VPN. The TED video graphically
indicates the extent to which our actions are being used by
others for their purposes, whether for commercial profit or
political benefit.

What I think cannot be stressed enough is Mojave's functionality
on fighting the hidden surveillance of what we do on our
computing devices by companies and governmental. We have all
read and heard about the continuing loss of privacy. However, I
was flabbergasted by the extent to which our computer activity is
being tracked by others without our knowledge.

My strong recommendation is that anyone who has the
necessary hardware and whose important applications will still
run under Mojave should install Mojave as soon as possible
because of the anti-tracking and privacy protections built into
Mohave.

You MUST watch a 6:33 minute TED video which produced the
following graphic of how Gary Kovacs’ activities were tracked.
Go to www.ted.com/talks/gary_kovacs_tracking_the_trackers.

I have bolded on pages 21,22, 27 and 42 some of the comments
on those provisions. I repeat them here.
“To help protect privacy in macOS Mojave,
Apple is now requiring apps, including its own,
to ask explicit permission to use the camera or
microphone. (Apps have had to do this on iOS
for a while, but Mac is doing some muchneeded catch-up here now.)
5
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Intelligent Tracking Prevention, which debuted
last year, used machine learning to try and
prevent cross-site tracking. Now, it can also
block the share, like, and comment buttons
that social networks like Facebook and Twitter
use to track you across the web.
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Facebook), Safari posts an alert to let you
know that you need to allow tracking to
continue on”. Page 42
So install Mohave, watch the video, and install a VPN.

Yes, Apple's "shutting them down."
ITP will also try to prevent "fingerprinting" —
where companies try to track you based on the
configuration of your device — by presenting a
simplified, much harder to track configuration.
It also removes support for legacy plugins that
could be used for tracking.” Page 20.

SPEAKER ROSTER FOR
MLMUG'S 2018 MEETINGS

“Beneath its dazzling surface, Mojave makes
important, but invisible, advances in privacy
and security. Safari, for example, makes it
harder than ever for advertisers to track you.

January 13
February 10
March 10

Mojave also anonymizes the system
information (like your screen size and installed
fonts) that many web-tracking sites request
f ro m y o u r b ro w s e r s o t h a t t h e y c a n
"fingerprint" your system and send targeted
ads.” Page 27

April 14
May 12
June 9
July
August
September 8

An OverSight-like feature is now built into
Mojave that can alert you when an app wants
to access along the camera and mic, as well as
iTunes device backups, Time Machine
backups, your Mail database, your Message
history, your Safari data, and other data.

October 13
November 10
December 18

Even better is that Safari in Mojave has
improved Intelligent Tracking Prevention. What
this does is that it blocks attempts to track the
websites that you visit. If you trigger one of
these tracks (often by clicking on a comment
button, or when you Like something on
6
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Michael Muchmore posted the following article to pcmag.com on
September 24, 2018. tinyurl.com/y7bse6z7. © Ziﬀ Davis, LLC. He
is PC Magazine’s lead analyst for software and Web applications.
He got his start in computing with a Radio Shack TRS-80.
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10 Dark Mode

Inspired by the desert at night, Mojave's Dark Mode may be the
OS version's most noticeable aspect. Windows 10 already has a
dark mode, but it doesn't appear everywhere yet, most notably in
the File Explorer. Apple macOS Mojave's dark mode is far more
extensive, aﬀecting not only window borders but also the content
areas of Finder, Safari, Calendar, Messages, and pretty much all
Apple-created Mac apps.

10 macOS Mojave Features We Can't
Wait To Try

Some of Apple's most impressive WWDC announcements were
about its new desktop operating system, macOS Mojave.

Third-party app developers can implement dark mode as well,
but the stock apps will lead the way. It's all part of the eye-saving
awareness that has already given us Night Shift, which shifts to
warmer colors to avoid the blue part of the spectrum that overly
stimulates the brain. A companion feature to Dark Mode is
Dynamic Desktop, which darkens the wallpaper as the day
wanes.

By Michael Muchmore
The next version of macOS is
Mojave, which Apple previewed
during its 2018 Worldwide
Developer Conference keynote
in early June. The update is
now available to Mac users as
of Sept. 24.
The previous update of macOS, High Sierra, was more of a
hardening and performance update for the operating system.
This time around, Mojave packs in several new features and
capabilities that will benefit MacBook and iMac users as well as
developers.
Still missing are the ability to run iOS apps and full touch-screen
support, but what is included is indeed welcome. Here are the
biggest new features in macOS Mojave. To try it out, you can
head to the Mac App Store, where Mojave is prominently
promoted.

9 Stacks for Desktop Icons

Say goodbye to cluttered desktops strewn with scattered icons:
macOS Mojave's Stacks feature groups all content that makes
sense together. Reminiscent of a photo-organization technique
that has appeared in several photo applications, Stacks makes a
lot of sense for desktop icons. Clicking on a stack expands it to
show component icons, and scrubbing across it flips through the
component icons. You can also arrange Stacks using keyword
tags.
7
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recorder app on iOS, now will let you record low-resolution audio
easily on your Mac. And the new Home app will let you control
HomeKit-enabled devices like smart lightbulbs, thermostats, and
door locks from your Mac.

8 Screenshots and Video Capture

The Mac's built-in screenshot capabilities have long been quite
strong, especially compared to what Microsoft oﬀered prior to
Windows 10. But Mojave turbocharges screenshot taking, and
even lets you select an area for video recording. It also lets you
mark up and share your screen capture easily.

6 Finder Improvements

In Mojave, Finder gets more powerful. Not only can you skim files
in the new Gallery View, but there's a Preview pane showing all
its relevant file metadata. You can also rotate and crop images
from Quick Look view, as well as create PDFs or run custom
scripts. You'll also get markup tools and commenting capability
in Finder.

7 New Stock Apps

Some of the more-popular iOS stock apps make their way into
macOS with Mojave. News gathers stories from your customized
sources and on your topics of interest. Stocks lets you create a
portfolio and see financial news. Voice Memos, a very useful
8
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3 Mac App Store Update
5 Camera Continuity

I'm a fan of desktop OS app stores, since they simplify and make
consistent installation and updating, assure quality and security,
and let you own apps across multiple devices. iOS 11 brought a
redesigned App Store to mobile users, and Mojave will do the
same for Apple's desktop. The updated store will have tabs for
Discover, Create, Work, Play and Develop, Categories, and
Update. Heavy hitters like Microsoft Oﬃce 365 are coming to the
store later this year as well.

4 Safari Privacy

2 Automatic Updates

A desktop app will be able to request a photo from an iPhone
using a Take Photo menu option. At WWDC, Craig Federighi
showed this impressive new capability in the Keynote app to
insert his own photo into a space mask.

With all the uproar in the news about privacy of late, Safari's new
tracking protection features come at an opportune time. In
Mojave, Safari will pop a confirmation box when a social tracker
shows up in the browser. It will also prevent sites from tracking
you based on your tech footprint, which can be used to identify
you based on detailed system configuration. The browser will
show a simplified configuration to sites, making all Mac users
look nearly identical.

Starting with Mojave, macOS will oﬀer automatic updates, for
both the operating system and store apps. This is controllable
from the Preferences > Software Update dialog, rather than in the
redesigned store app. On our test system, these options were
checked by default, so if you don't want automatic updates, you
may need to uncheck items in the dialog box.

9
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computing revolution had become old and outdated, and
NeXTStep oﬀered a new foundation and new beginning that
Apple could build on for decades to come. And that became OS
X, which became macOS.
But no stack reaches to infinity, and even though NeXStep
powered everything from the Intel transition to the advent of the
iPhone, it too has gotten old. So, what's Apple to do? Look
around for a next NeXT? There isn't one. At least, nothing as
practical and pragmatic that could power Apple for the next two
decades.

1 iOS Apps on Mac?

So, instead of building an entirely new bridge as part of a multiyear transition, Apple is spending those same years replacing
key components of its existing bridge. Pillar by pillar, cable by
cable, section by section.

There's been a lot of speculation about Apple merging iOS and
macOS, but Apple's Federighi dispelled this rumor with an
explanation of the very diﬀerent underpinnings of the two
operating systems. He did, however, announce that Apple is
working on a framework to make it possible to convert iOS apps
to be compatible with Macs. In fact, the new Apple apps noted
above, like Voice Recorder and News, are first eﬀorts by Apple in
this direction.

APFS, the Apple File System, is replacing HFS+. Metal, the Apple
graphics layer, is replacing OpenGL and subsuming a host of
other graphics and animation frameworks. The launch daemon.
The windowing server. One after another, legacy code and
technical debt is being rewritten and paid down. And with very
few exceptions — cue discover daemon flashbacks — they're
making everything that was old about the Mac new again.

Rene Ritchie posted the following article to imore.com on
September 24, 2018. tinyurl.com/y7pwuc3u. © Mobile Nations.
He is Editor-in-Chief of iMore, executive producer for
MobileNations.com broadcasting, and co-host of Iterate, Debug,
ZENandTECH, and MacBreak Weekly.

Month by month, year by year, the changes are harder to see.
But, in a few years, we're going to look up and back and notice
that we're suddenly on a very new, very fast bridge, without ever
having to go through a full rip-and-replace cycle. In the age of
modern, mature operating systems, that's not just responsible
— it's remarkable.

Macos Mojave Review: Dark Is Cool. The
Future Is Hot.

And it's continuing this year with macOS Mojave (10.14 if you're
keeping track). It's got some crowd-pleasing new candy for us all
to look at, and some features often considered to be pro but
Apple is trying to make beneficial for everyone. Under the hood,
though, Mojave is serving as a testbed for one the biggest
evolutions ever to come to Apple's desktop operating system —
support for what were originally mobile apps.

Dark Mode on the outside, the beginning of iOS apps on the Mac
within.

By Renee Ritchee
When Apple bought NeXT, it was in recognition that the Mac of
that time was approaching the end of its technological relevancy.
The operating system that had helped start a personal

Yeah.
10
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about checking or applying updates ever again.

Try watching this video on
www.youtube.com - 29 minutes
macOS Mojave Compatibility

If you're doing mission-critical work on your Mac, you probably
want to leave it on manual so you can check feedback on
updates before you apply your own. Otherwise, set it and forget
it.

macOS Mojave is a free update for:

How to download and install the macOS Mojave

•
•
•
•
•
•
•

MacBook (Early 2015 or later)
MacBook Air (Mid 2012 or later)
MacBook Pro (Mid 2012 or later)
Mac mini (Late 2012 or later)
iMac (Late 2012 or later)
iMac Pro (2017)
Mac Pro (Late 2013, plus mid-2010 and mid-2012 models
with recommended Metal-capable graphics card)

macOS Mojave Dark Mode
Sure, we act like it's all the nerdy, niche features that we love the
most. But announce Dark Mode and we cheer like it's the second
coming of emoji. Because we're human and we want to have fun
and look good doing it. And that's what Dark Mode is really all
about.
The goal of the new Dark Mode interface appearance is to let the
cruft fade away and the content pop. Like, POP. Previously, this
was the realm of pro apps and exclusive to creative pros. But,
just as the definition of pro has widened over the years, so has
the understanding of the value a proper Dark Mode brings.

macOS Mojave Automatic Updates
macOS Mojave includes a new Software Updates panel in
System Preferences. If you use iOS, you'll immediately recognize
the design language. It looks just like Software Update on iPhone
and iPad.

It can reduce the type of glare that sometimes contributes
towards eyestrain and the light pollution that can contribute to
your being hit in the head by a pillow when working on the sofa
or in bed. It can also help you focus, whether it's on content
you're creating, editing, or consuming, or the tasks you're trying
to get done.

Where, for the last little while, you've had to go to the Mac App
Store to get your updates on, this now puts it in its own space,
and in a far more intuitive and consistent space.
You can go there to check for updates or apply updates. You can
also set it to update automatically, so you don't have to worry

It works because Dark Mode on Mojave is enveloping. Dark
11
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Menubar. Dark Dock. Dark apps and sidebars. Dark buttons and
backgrounds. But it's also deliberately consistent with "Light
Mode", so you can switch back and forth without it feeling
disruptive.
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purple, and pink. It might seem like a small thing, but being able
to highlight your interfaces with your favorite colors doesn't just
make controls pop, it makes you pop.

Some of what Apple has done with Dark Mode is obvious: When
you click a button, instead of it getting darker, it gets brighter.
Some is not so obvious: The eﬀect that indicates buttons are
grouped together, instead of looking recessed, looks backlit.

A comparison: macOS Mojave dark mode on the left, light mode
on the right.
Developers can even specify diﬀerent colors and appearances
for Dark vs. Light interfaces in asset catalogs. So, for example, a
lighter sky blue banner for Light Mode but a navy blue banner for
Dark Mode. That way, apps look cohesive no matter which mode
you're in.

Windows, on the other hand, to maintain a consistent depth
eﬀect, have drop shadows in Dark Mode just like they do in
Light. (Though Dark Mode gets a rim stroke to go along with a
stronger rim shader to keep it looking nice and crisp.)
Also, Dark Mode isn't just dark-as-in-desaturated. In order to
prevent clashes, the system samples what's behind a window,
including the system wallpaper. Then, it subtly tints the window
— and controls because of their slight translucency — based on
the average colors, and mixes that with a base gray, so that the
color temperature of the window matches the rest of the
environment and your wallpaper. It's a dynamic process that
updates as you move windows around, so all the elements on
your screen always feel part of a cohesive whole.

That the modes are so easy to switch between is especially
great. While I love Dark Mode for some pro apps and late night
use, I find it a tad overbearing and even gloomy if I sit in it all day.
My eyes and my moon need light! This way, whenever I have the
slightest urge to switch, I just switch and go on about my
business.
I particularly like that aspect because, while I love Dark Mode for
some pro apps and late night use, I find it a tad overbearing and
even gloomy if I sit in it all day. I need my light! So, the ability to
switch easily makes both modes better.

(If you hate the idea of tinting, you can pick the graphite accent
"color", which forces no tinting at all.)
Vibrancy, which is what Apple calls the bright, saturation
boosted, translucent eﬀect applied to things like app sidebars, is
also optimized in Dark Mode to maintain legibility. Basically, gray
background elements take the place of white so that the contrast

To coincide with Dark Mode, Apple has added new accent colors
as well, and they work for both Dark and Light. Joining the
venerable blue and graphite are red, orange, yellow, green,
12
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stays high, even in lower opacity levels.
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macOS and iOS. If we can have sticker apps, why can't we have
wallpaper apps, right?

Glyphs, or the monochrome icons used throughout interfaces,
have also been adjusted so that they maintain weight legibility on
dark backgrounds. Often, they've been redrawn to replace
outlines with solid forms and details with knockouts.

It all results in a Dark Mode that's rich and polished — something
that Smart Invert Colors on iOS, for example, doesn't really
achieve.

It just makes the whole system feel so much more fluid and alive.

For end users, the interface is the app. It's what we spend all our
time staring at and/or interacting with. Change some plumbing
deep in the foundations of an app, and maybe some of us will
notice. Change the appearance, and most of us can't miss it.

To make sure you can see that system, Apple is also adding
Desktop Stacks.
Confession: I'm one of those people who dumps almost
everything onto the desktop and then, when it feels too cluttered,
drags it all into Downloads, and leaves it buried there until
system cleaning or failure requires or ordains its removal. (I do
snap them into an orderly grid — I'm not a chaos monster.)

That's why how interface looks is so incredibly important,
especially when it's at the system level. Get it right and we'll love
you. Get it wrong and we'll come for you.
macOS Mojave got Dark Mode right. It's simple but
sophisticated, fresh and even a little futuristic.

So, for me, the idea of something that automagically creates
some kind of balance between the desktop dump and folder-emand-forget-em holds a lot of appeal.

macOS Mojave Desktop & Stacks

Just hit Finder > View > Use Stacks and all your files race into
neat little piles. By default, they're sorted by type. You can
change that to date added, modified, created, or last opened, or
have them stacked by tag instead.

To showcase both the new Dark Mode and the established Light
Mode, Apple has also added Dynamic Desktops to Mojave. Well,
one Dynamic Desktop at least so far. It's an image of the Mojave
Desert, of course, but it slowly changes from morning to
afternoon to night as the sun rises and sets.

Once you have stacks turned on, any new file you fling at the
desktop will curve instead into a stack as though it's caught in a
gravity well. Try as you might — and it's fun to try! — you just
won't be able to mess up your desktop again.

The eﬀect works so well, I hope Apple adds more Dynamic
Wallpapers to the mix. Actually, I hope Apple lets designers and
developers make third-party dynamic wallpapers — for both
13
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When you want to see what's in a stack, place the mouse pointer
over it and then scrub through with a two finger swipe or click to
Expose the entire contents.
That it's broadly consistent with how stacks have worked in the
Dock for years is a huge plus. There's nothing better than when
expected behavior meets expectations.

At first, I was frustrated that when I flipped from List view to
Gallery, the on-deck wouldn't keep the same sorting order. For
example, if I had List sorted by date added, and I flipped to
Gallery, the on-deck would
be sorted by name. I tried
setting the Finder sort
option, and it didn't help.
Eventually, after clicking
everything, I figured out I
had to click on the ondeck itself and choose the
specific sort order there.
I'd prefer the sort order
stay with last selected,
universally, but I can see
how others would want
hard sorts per state. You
may not be able to make
everyone happy here, but making how it works more apparent
would benefit everyone.

When I first started using Stacks in the beta, I worried if having
some order to the chaos just meant I'd escalate the chaos —
dump even more stuﬀ on my desktop. The answer turned out to
be yes. But since I don't see it, I don't really care. And that's a
win.

macOS Mojave Finder
Finder has a new Gallery View that feels like Cover Flow finally
graduated college and got a job. It's big, it's bold, but it's also
serious. You get to see the current document, image, or video
center stage, while the rest of your files sit in the front row,
waiting for their turn.
I often bounce between Finder modes trying to get the best
combination of visibility, density, and performance — pick 2, I
know! — but Gallery really does strike a good balance.

There's a new full metadata preview panel, built right in. It's most
valuable with photos, where you can see all the EXIF data you
want, any time you want.
The new quick actions panel is much the same. You can rotate,
14
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crop, or annotate an image, trim audio and video, build PDFs,
and even create custom automations. It's contextual, so the
exact options you get depend on the type of file(s) you've
selected. But, it means you can do a bunch of common tasks,
right from the Finder, without having to open a single app. And
since you can multi-select, the same applies to simple batch jobs
as well, like rotating a bunch of images all at once.

NOVEMBER 2018

macOS Mojave Screenshots
Instant Markup, especially for screenshots, was one of the
biggest sleeper hits of iOS 11, released last year. This year, it
comes to macOS Mojave, and in a very Mac-like way.

You can create your own custom actions in Automator and
assign them to Quick Actions. That way, any routine task you
perform like file conversion or watermarking is always available at
a click.
(You can't create Siri Shortcuts — the brand new voice activated
actions and automations debuting this year with iOS 12. When it
comes to new features that aren't cross-platform dependent, the
primacy of iOS means the Mac typically gets them a year or
several later — see News, Voice Memos, Stocks, and Home,
below.)
The original screenshot keyboard shortcuts are still there but
they're joined now by a new one: Shift-Command-5. It brings up
a toolbar with options to capture the entire screen, capture a
window, capture a selection, record the entire window, and
record a selection.
Previously, there were no universal keyboard shortcuts for screen
recording. You had to launch QuickTime first (or your favorite
third-party app) and then start a screen recording. So, having
screen recording just a few keystrokes and clicks away is a
terrific increase in convenience.

Quick Actions work in Quick Look as well. Introduced in OS X
Leopard back in 2017, Quick Look lets you tap the space bar to
preview a wide range of file types. Now, you can act on them at
the same time.

With a catch: Screen recording from the toolbar is video only. If
you want to capture audio as well, you have to run back to
QuickTime or another app.

It may not seem like a big diﬀerence, but there's something
about freeing a file from the finder, especially an image, video, or
PDF, and seeing it on its own, that makes it not just bigger but
more graspable. And that makes quick actions in Quick Look
even more useful.

Through the Options dropdown, you can choose to have your
screenshots or screen recordings saved to the Desktop or to
your Documents folder, sent to Messages or Mail, opened in
15
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ecosystem.
Basically, it let you transfer everything from activity state within
apps to cellular networking and telephony between your iPhone,
iPad, Mac, Apple Watch, and Apple TV, quickly and securely,
based on your Apple ID and your proximity.
Handoﬀ let you start typing out a message on your iPhone, for
example, but immediately finish it up on your Mac, without you
having to save, open, or scroll, at all. Continuity Clipboard,
introduced later, let you copy something on one device and paste
it on another in a way that still feels like magic.

Preview, or stored in the Clipboard for easy pasting into
whichever app you like.
But this is like iOS 11, remember? So, by default, your
screenshots and recordings will also float at the bottom right of
your screen so you can immediately mark them up or share
them. And, because the Mac is the Mac, you can also drag and
drop the floating screenshot into any app you like.

Continuity Camera is the latest addition to the lineup and lets you
take pictures with the better, more mobile camera on your iPhone
but have them show up immediately on your Mac.
Sure, Continuity has let you AirDrop photos from iPhone to Mac
for years, but this is diﬀerent. This isn't initiating photos from
your iPhone. It's initiating them from your Mac.

You can also simply swipe it away to save it to your default
location.

That may not sound like a big deal. You can take a photo with the
FaceTime camera on your Mac, right? Ugh. That's not a great
camera and, on the 12-inch MacBook, it's downright terrible.

I sometimes find the floating screenshots, first on iOS, now on
macOS as well, to be annoying. Like something stuck to my
screen obscuring what's behind them until I swat them away.
Other times, I find them indispensable to my sharing-based
workflows.

Well, you can always just pick up your iPhone and take a photo,
right? Sure, but not as conveniently and not with as few steps.

Since macOS can't read minds — yet! — I'll settle for the screens
being there when I need them.

macOS Mojave Continuity Camera
If you asked me what I most wanted to see in terms of Continuity
in macOS Mojave, I would have told you … Handoﬀ for media so
I could get up, walk away, and have my music and movies
seamlessly switch to my iPhone or iPad. But then, if you'd shown
me Continuity Camera, I would have told you … cool, but where
in the blue blazes is Handoﬀ for media?

Humans aren't great at switching contexts. We're too prone to
distraction. And even when we maintain focus, switching back
and forth still takes time and introduces complexity.

Continuity was introduced in iOS 8 and OS X Yosemite back in
2014 and, along with the simultaneously released Extensibility,
helped set the stage for the modern multi-device, cross-app

With Continuity Camera, you're on your Mac, you select
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Continuity Camera from the contextual menu, your iPhone lights
up, you take the shot, you tap to use it, it goes straight to your
Mac, and you just keep on working. No AirDrop or Photo sync
and fetch needed.
It's particularly useful for when you want to scan documents onto
your Mac. Now, I'm just waiting for someone to figure out how I
can use it to pull iOS screenshots directly into articles I'm
working on in our CMS on the Mac.

News on Mac is part of what's needed to make the service truly
an OS-level service. For some reason, Apple is struggling with
News in a way it never did with Music or Photos. Those all
launched on both iOS and Mac at the same time (throw in tvOS
and watchOS as well), and in hundreds of countries all at once.
News only launched on iOS and only in the U.S., the U.K., and
Australia. And it's stayed stuck that way ever since. Which is
brutal for a service that feels every bit as deserving of true
system-wide, cross-platform, international integration as News.

That'd be so cool it would almost make me forget about the
glaring lack of Handoﬀ for media apps. But not really.

Mac is a small step forward. As UIKit apps go, it's the best done.
You can even two-finger swipe between stories. (You can also
space bar to page down, and use the up and down arrow to
scroll — but the left and right arrows don't navigate between
stories the way the gestures do.)

macOS Mojave News, Stocks, Voice
Memos & Home

But Apple needs to do more to make News a proper,
international service. Otherwise, none of this matters, not to most
of the world at least. And that's a damn shame.

Stocks was part of iOS 1 (iPhone OS 1). Voice Memos was part
of iOS 3 (iPhone OS 3). News and Home, iOS 10. With Mojave,
all of them are finally coming to the Mac.
That they are coming is good. Amazing, actually. How they're
coming, for now, is a hot mess. But, eventually, it could be one of
the best things to ever happen to the Mac.
17
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Stocks is... stocks with a sidebar and business news. While
News opens stories in the News app Stocks, at least for me,
pushes everything into Safari. That could be a result of me trying
to use it in Canada, or it could be working as designed. Neither
of those two possibilities are good.

Power button to control it — yes, like an animal.

Voice Memos is nice to have on Mac. You could always fire up
QuickTime or an audio editing app and record but basic voice
recording was never their focus and it showed. You could and
can still get a third party voice recorder, often with better and
more convenient features, but there's something to be said for
having a built-in baseline that's ready and waiting even before
you think you might need it.

The Rooms page is a little weird. You can two-finger swipe
between rooms, if you persist long enough to get past the superaggressive bounce-back physics and animation. It gets glitchy
again all the time, though. (I thought it simply didn't work at first
but after several attempts managed to get it "unstuck" like the
rings of Nidavellir.) No arrow key support here either, alas.

Mojave fixes most of that. There's HomeKit support now and a
Home app to go with it. But the app is kind of awkward. The
main page works ok. You can't use the space bar or arrow keys
to scroll, though.

There is a weird button you can also click to get a weird dropdown for the rooms. That makes switching much more
discoverable. Groups and zones remain as undiscoverable as
they do on iOS. You have to dig into the room and then the
accessory settings to even begin to find that stuﬀ. Which is a
shame, because it's great.

The best part, though, is that Voice Memos syncs over iCloud
now, so all your recordings are always available on all your Apple
devices. While moving them from iOS to macOS has gotten
considerably less painful over the years, nothing beats not having
to manually move them at all. (Now we just need Continuity
Microphone, right?)

I forgive most of those UI sins because the Automation Page is
super clean and usable. It's basically the iPad page, but it's solid.
I know I sound like the parent yelling about the messy room just
as the kids start cleaning it up, but Mac customers are people
too and addressing longstanding gaps in functionality is one

Home is also on Mac now, and I'm as happy to have it as I am
frustrated with how long it took and how it turned out. When we
got Siri on Mac we didn't get HomeKit support to go with it.
When we got Hey, Siri on the 2018 MacBook Pro, we still didn't
have HomeKit on Mac except in beta.
That meant that, while I'm all-in on HomeKit, for the last few
years, I've had to reach for an iPad or iPhone and hold down the

thing — addressing the issues that cause longstanding gaps in
functionality is another, far more important thing.
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Apple needs to do both and, starting with Mojave, it is. Sure, it's
awkward and painful right now, but I'm hoping that's just growing
pains.
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Apple is positioning it as another option for developers,
alongside AppKit, WebKit, and the graphics engines often used
by games and some design apps. (And, yeah, the horrible
Electron — localized Chrome tab — apps that are the new Adobe
Air or Java apps.)

All of these apps, News, Stocks, Voice Memos and Home look
like the iPad versions wrapped in Mac-specific interface
elements and mouse and pointer support. And that's exactly
what they are. Some for better. Some, so far, for worse.

It's part of a multi-year project that's being worked on by many
teams within Apple, and should result in pushing not just Mac
Apps but all Apple apps forward.

When Apple first began planning the App Store for iPhone, there
was some internal debate over whether the company should use
the existing Mac frameworks of AppKit or the increasingly
popular web frameworks of WebKit.

Because iOS and macOS share common foundations, sliding
UIKit apps in alongside AppKit apps, it's not like starting from
scratch. But, because iOS and macOS share very diﬀerent user
interface paradigms, a lot of work still has to be done.

Apple ultimate decided it needed to do something new and
created UIKit.

Apple is going to make that easier by moving key UIKit
frameworks to the Mac, and adapting them for trackpad/mouse
and pointer control, Mac interface conversions like the windowcontrolling traﬃc lights, scroll bars and resizing, and the Mac
versions of copy and paste and drag and drop.

For the last decade, AppKit has advanced considerably. But,
thanks to the popularity of iPhone and the iOS App Store, UIKit
has exploded.
Because of everything Apple's done over the years with
AutoLayout, size classes, and app bundles, making iPad versions
of iPhone apps has been relatively easy. tvOS versions, even.

That where News, Stocks, Voice Memos, and Home fit back into
this. Apple is using them to dog-food the first phase of this
project.

Not so with the Mac. If a developer of a popular iOS app wanted
to bring it to the Mac, large parts of it had to be ported from UIKit
to AppKit. Even if the developer was Apple.

They're all iPad apps that have been brought to the Mac with
"very few code changes", according to Apple. To be clear. They
need more changes but mostly in interface — in figuring out the
new language and how to best translate into it.

That's why many developers of popular iOS apps didn't bother.
Even Apple.

But even now, in alpha form, they're way better and more
resource eﬃcient than Electron apps — hi, Slack! — and feel
better than progressive web apps, which still feels like something
being pushed on the market to serve program manager and not
engineering or customer needs.

In many cases, it wasn't because they didn't want to. They
simply lacked the resources necessary to move the apps over
given how much work they felt they still had to do to maintain
their success on iOS. Yes, still including Apple.
The good thing about problems Apple has to solve for itself is
that it typically solves them for developers as well. And they
have, even if the solution has been obvious to some and
terrifying to others for years:

They're not great Mac apps yet. Maybe that'll change over the
course of the year. Or maybe what we consider to be traditional
Mac feel will change, just as it did when we transitioned from
Classic to Carbon to Cocoa. And there'll be just as much
grumbling and hot-taking along the way, I'm sure.

UIKit on the Mac.
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The Mac has to keep evolving, though, and Mac apps along with
it. It's been doing it for going on two decades already and it'll
keep on doing it, hopefully for many more.
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weekly, not daily. (And calling it "This Week" would be …
awkward.)

Again, it's going to take a couple of years to get through it but
the Mac app ecosystem should end up all the more vibrant
because of it.

Discover is filled with the same great editorial curation, including
spotlights, interviews, lists, and tips and tricks, and brilliant
graphic design as Today, though. That's what matters. Also, top
charts live here now, if those are still your jam.

Phase II starts in 2018 when Developers are going to get a
chance to start working with it.

The other tabs are Create, Work, Play, Develop, Categories (for
everything else), and Updates.

macOS Mojave Mac App Store
I love the Mac App Store. It makes it incredibly easy to download
and re-download apps to any Mac I'm using or reviewing,
without having to worry about malware, adware, or bloatware.
Historically, though, it's had a few problems.
First, Apple essentially created it and then abandoned it. Unlike
the iOS App Store, which saw steady iteration since launch, the
Mac App Store was untouched going all the way back to the era
of the Big Cats.
Second, Mac apps are diﬀerent than iOS apps, and not all Mac
apps are allowed into the Mac App Store, including and
especially ones that don't fit into Apple's sandboxed security
model. That meant you still had to go outside the MAS to get
some of your apps, sabotaging the convenience.
With Mojave, Apple is addressing quite a bit of both of those
problems.

Product pages are more like iOS now. There are previews now,
which give a much better impression of an app than stills. You
can see if apps have been chosen by the editorial team, and
ratings and reviews are now easier to see and get to. (And Mac
developers are getting the same Ratings & Reviews API that iOS
enjoys, so they can respectfully ask for your feedback in their
apps.)

It starts with a complete redesign. It's in the same spirit of last
year's iOS App Store redesign but not the exact same style.
Instead of a few, generic tabs along the bottom, it has categories
down the side. The first is Discover, which serves the same
purpose as the Today tab on iOS.

As far as I can tell, there's still no way to gift apps from the Mac
App Store, which is really frustrating since I've been waiting
years to give away my favorite Mac apps. So there's still work
here to be done. But, progress!

For consistency's sake, I'd have preferred it be called Today, but
there simply isn't enough content going through the Mac App
Store as there is the iOS App Store, and so the pace will be
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Speaking of which, there are also some changes going on under
the hood with how sandboxing handles root requests, for
example, which will allow apps like BBEdit and Transmit back
into the Mac App Store. There's still more that needs to happen
here, which is why Coda isn't returning yet, but hopefully, it's just
the beginning of making sandboxing really work for most apps.
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have to pay for everything with invaluable personal data that I
can never take back.
To help protect privacy in macOS Mojave, Apple is now
requiring apps, including its own, to ask explicit permission
to use the camera or microphone. (Apps have had to do this
on iOS for a while, but Mac is doing some much-needed
catch-up here now.) Editor Bolding.

Still, it's a huge leap forward already and the new MAS looks
great. Now, all Apple needs is a ton more Mac apps to fill it.

Apple is also providing the same protection to the Mail database,
Messages history, Safari data, Time Machine and iTunes device
backups, frequent locations and routines, and system cookies.

Oh, wait … see above!

macOS Mojave Security & Privacy

Now, this has led to some concern that macOS Mojave is turning
into Windows Vista, specifically, these new permission panels are
Apple's equivalent to Microsoft's Universal Access Controls
(UAC) nightmare of a generation past.

Apple believes your personal, private data should remain
personal and private to you. Not because you're doing anything
wrong or you have anything to hide, but because it's yours and
no company has any right just to take it, even if the method of
taking it is wrapped up in "free" services.

I'm sensitive to that because as much as you want to give users
control you don't want to burden them. At best, it's annoying. At
worst, it causes the kind of rush-to-click dialog fatigue that's
antithetical to the very security it's meant to improve.
Personally, I haven't found the new requestors to be
overwhelming. I may be used to most of them from iOS, or I may
not do the same sorts of tasks that others are doing who hit into
it more frequently, but they make sense to me.
I have found the Finder permission requester to be opaque and
potentially confusing. And, at least during the beta, it popped up
in some unusual and frustrating places.
Overall, I think the process is better and expect it'll be fine-tuned
over time.

Some would argue it's easy for Apple to say because its
business doesn't depend on data exploitation, or that services
are a historical weakness of the company, which makes them a
clever strategic target.

Intelligent Tracking Prevention, which debuted last year, used
machine learning to try and prevent cross-site tracking. Now,
it can also block the share, like, and comment buttons that
social networks like Facebook and Twitter use to track you
across the web.

Whatever. As a customer, I'm happy to have the option not to

Yes, Apple's "shutting them down."
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transparency and increased contrast for anyone who wants
greater legibility.

ITP will also try to prevent "fingerprinting" — where
companies try to track you based on the configuration of
your device — by presenting a simplified, much harder to
track configuration. It also removes support for legacy
plugins that could be used for tracking.Editor Bolding.

The Accessibility Keyboard has been improved with support for
adding custom toolbars, custom resizing for any aspect ratio,
better typing suggestions, automatic spacing after punctuation
marks, and automatic capitalization for the first word in a new
sentence (think iOS keyboard).

Like with iOS, Apple is beefing up iCloud Keychain's ability to
generate new, strong, unique passwords. Because the Mac is a
far more open system than iOS, Apple is only oﬀering this inside
Safari on the Mac for now (and not inside apps as well, like on
iOS.) But, it syncs with all your devices and still oﬀers such good
basic password management that there's no excuse not to start
taking better care of your personal security.

You can configure accessibility options for the Login Window
right in System Preferences > Users & Groups, and there's a new
preference for Platform Switching using Switch Control.
Once again, kudos to Apple for not only making sure
Accessibility is a consideration for every new product, but for
every update to existing products.

To wit, the system will also flag re-used passwords and make it
as easy as possible for you to replace them with a new, unique,
strong password. To help make getting to them easier, Apple has
also added "Hey Siri, show me my passwords" so you can go

macOS Mojave Miscellany
Mail now has a dedicated Emoji button, because emoji! Also,
suggested mailboxes help prompt you to clean out new
messages from your inbox based on how you sorted previous
messages.
Safari finally has Favicon support, after choosing not to
implement the old, low-res, .ico files of the past and them never
getting back on track until now. This should have been in the
lede. I know. Bad Rene.
In addition to HomeKit support for all your connected
accessories, Siri in macOS Mojave can play Find my iPhone
alerts, answer questions about celebrities, food, and
motorsports, and search for your photo memories and even get
your passwords for you. I've complained several times here
about how long it sometimes takes new iOS features to come to
the Mac, so it's great to see basic Siri functionality staying in
parity here.

straight to your account list. You can even ask for specific
passwords, for example, "Hey, Siri, show me my Amazon
password".
If your Mac is setup with SMS relay, it can also oﬀer to AutoFill
any SMS security tokens sent your way (if you have a TouchBar,
SMS codes will also show up right there for you to tap and enter.)

macOS Mojave Accessibility
Dark Mode is going to be great for anyone suﬀering from light
sensitivity. (Though inverting colors on the Light Mode is still the
best thing to do if you want everything, including content
backgrounds, to be darkened.) It also supports reduced

Core ML 2 is 20% faster for on-device processing, thanks to
batch predictions. And model sizes can be reduced up to 75%
thanks to quantization.
Core ML is getting Create ML, which makes building machine
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learning models easier and faster, even for non-experts. It
supports VIsion and Computer Learning, and can work locally on
your Mac so you don't need a dedicated server.

system fast approaching two decades, with NeXT-derived
architecture beneath it that's older still, never mind the primordial
UNIX foundations underlying all of it.

New system languages in Mojave include English (UK), English
(Australia), French (Canada), and Traditional Chinese (Hong
Kong). There are also new dictionaries for Arabic and English,
Hindi and English, and Hebrew and English, and a new English
thesaurus for synonyms and antonyms.

There's nothing wrong with being old, of course. Of being tried,
tested, and proven true. But nothing of the past can ever truly
anticipate all the needs of the future. So, it's the job of the
present to keep evolving, maintaining the strength of what still
works but replacing what'll carry us no further.

China-specific features include Traditional Chinese names for
apps and features, restaurant names in Simplified Chinese,
Chinese holidays for Siri, auto-punctuation for Simplified Chinese
in Dictation, the word-of-the-day screen saver has been localized
to both Simplified and Traditional Chinese, and Maps will now
show the most popular dishes at restaurants for your Hak Jiu Gai
Mein dining pleasure!

It's way smarter and less disruptive than waiting and hoping you
can one day rip it all down and replace it with something new.
It still causes some pain: A lot of what people have been
complaining about over the last few years hasn't been the result
of Apple laying on new features but replacing core parts of the
foundation.
Previously, it's been about the system itself. Now, for the next
couple of years, it's going to be about the apps that run on it as
well.

Japan-specific features include improved keyboard input.
Specifically, Apple's made it easier to integrate English and
Roman-character words into your typing, with spelling support.

Yeah, we still need the new Mac Pro and an answer about the
Mac mini and MacBook Air (perhaps we'll see those sooner
rather than later). But when you look at the sheer scope of work
Apple continues to pour into macOS year after year, occasional
stumbles and all, it's impossible to doubt the company's
commitment to and love for the Mac.

India-features include the above-mentioned dictionary, local
festivals in Calendar and Siri, high-quality Hindi dictation, and
improved Hindi terminology.

macOS Mojave Conclusion
This year, as I watched the WWDC keynote and, as all the new
iOS features flashed past, I found myself saying "finally…
finally…. FINALLY!" a lot. iOS is over a decade old but it still feels
like there's so many functionality gaps left to fill.

You need look no further than macOS Mojave.

It's not that the Mac doesn't have those. As much as iOS is still
catching up to some of the core computing functionality macOS
has had since the very beginning, iOS is evolving so fast the Mac
often gets left behind.
That's one of the things Apple is addressing with Mojave,
including adding much-needed support for HomeKit.
The other thing Apple is doing is continuing the Mac's years-long
march into the future. And that's non-trvial for an operating
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apps,and lets you work on your document without bright-colored
distractions from the app and the operating system that you're
working in. Dark Mode is one of many enhancements in Mojave
that help you pay more attention to your work—or play—and less
attention to your computer itself.

Apple MacOS Mojave

The QuickLook previewer—the preview image that pops up when
you select a file and press the spacebar—also adds features that
let you focus more on documents and images and less on apps.
QuickLook now displays larger images than before, and it
displays one or more icons that launch a new feature called
Quick Actions. Quick Actions can create or combine PDFs from
images, or trim audio and video files, without opening the file in a
separate application. I hoped that QuickLook might also let me
select text from a document and copy it to the clipboard, but
Apple still hasn't added that feature. The Finder gets a new
Stacks feature that cleans up your desktop by combining icons
into stacks of images, screenshots, documents, PDFs, Zip
archives, and so on. You can scroll through a stack by swiping
with the trackpad or mouse.

By Edward Mendelson
Editors' Rating: 4.50 EXCELLENT
PROS
Beautiful Dark Mode. New Finder conveniences. Imagemanagement features built into QuickLook. Stacks help organize
cluttered desktops. New Mac apps based on iOS counterparts.
More informative App Store. Tightened privacy and security.
Easier screenshots.
CONS
Stacks feature could use more customization options. Increased
security means you have to give apps permission to do things
they've been doing all along.

macOS vs. iOS

BOTTOM LINE

Apple is standing fast on its policy of keeping macOS separate
from iOS. Microsoft, in contrast, uses the same version of
Windows 10 for both desktops and tablets, and Google's
Chrome OS lets users run Android Apps on the desktop, though
the implementation isn't perfect. Despite its strict policy, though,
Apple keeps adding iOS apps and features to macOS and vice
versa. For example, Mojave brings four iOS apps—Stocks,
News, Home, and Voice Memos—to the Mac.

Mojave is Apple's spectacular-looking and security-conscious
update to macOS. A new Dark Mode, Finder enhancements, and
an improved App Store are just a few of the standout features.
————————————————————————————Mojave is an excellent macOS upgrade, with dozens of new
conveniences for managing documents and media files, iOSstyle apps for Stocks, News, and Voice Memos, plus significant
new security and privacy protection. Like every recent macOS
update, Mojave deepens integration with mobile devices, so you
can now paste a picture to a document on your Mac simply by
taking a photo on a phone running iOS 12. Unlike any previous
upgrade, Mojave gives you an option to change the whole look of
macOS by switching on a new Dark Mode. This new mode
displays white text on a dark background in the Finder and

View All 12 Photos in Gallery
Mojave is the first stage in Apple's plan to let third-party
developers port their own iOS apps to the Mac; this feature will
likely arrive in 2019. Meanwhile, some long-term macOS
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developers will have to scramble to update their old 32-bit apps
before that 2019 version arrives, since Mojave is the last macOS
version that will run 32-bit apps at all. Until that 2019 deadline,
when you launch a 32-bit app for the first time under Mojave,
you'll get a warning message (like the ones that began popping
up when running a 32-bit app in High Sierra), but then the app
will then run normally.
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means to you.
If you want to try out Mojave before upgrading an existing High
Sierra system, and you're using an APFS-formatted solid-state
drive with at least 20GB of free space, you can use macOS' Disk
Utility to create a separate, automatically resizable APFS
"volume" on your existing disk and install Mojave on it without
interfering with your High Sierra system. Forget everything you
might remember about the inconvenience of partitioning and
resizing hard disks in the pre-APFS era, because APFS does the
job automatically and invisibly.

Will My Mac Run Mojave?
Mojave runs on any Mac that supports Apple's Metal graphicacceleration framework, which means, in eﬀect, any Mac
desktop or laptop from mid-2012 or later. The only exception is
the Mac Pro line: all models from late 2013 are supported, but
2010 and 2012 models require Metal-capable graphics cards.
Like its predecessor, High Sierra, Mojave uses the new, eﬃcient
Apple File System (APFS) by default, and finally makes APFS
compatible with the Fusion Drives in some desktop Macs—hard
drives that use flash storage for a small part of the drive and
spinning platters for the rest. (APFS has always been compatible
with flash-only and platter-only drives.)

Getting Started With macOS Mojave
Mojave's initial installation is identical to previous versions, until
you reach the new menu on which you choose between the
familiar light display mode and the new Dark Mode—with
thumbnail images of each. If you don't choose Dark Mode here,
you can always switch to it later from the General pane in System
Preferences. That said, you may never feel inclined to switch back
after choosing the Dark Mode, since it's more restful to the eyes,
makes text easier to read, and generally looks a lot cooler.
If you've edited photos in Apple's Photos app, you've had an
advance taste of Dark Mode, because the edit mode in Photos
uses a black background with white lettering, making it easier to
see your image in its true colors. Mojave's Dark Mode uses the
same eﬀect in all apps supplied by Apple, including the ones
built into macOS and separately downloaded ones like Xcode.
Dark Mode also works with any other app that uses Apple's
standard color schemes.

APFS adds reliability and speed, and you'll be especially grateful
for it when you make a copy of a large file, an operation that
seems to take forever in older file systems, including Windows'
NTFS, but takes just a few seconds with APFS. For more on
Apple's new file system, you can read our story on what APFS
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Every new macOS release strives to be more visually dazzling
than the last. With Mojave, Apple came up with an especially
splendid visual eﬀect for the Mojave desktop. If you choose Light
Mode instead of Dark Mode, the default image of the Mojave
Desert in the desktop background changes over the course of
the day—with diﬀerent images for dawn, midday, sunset, and
night. It looks cool, but some may find it distracting. Furthermore,
Apple hasn't revealed the image-changing mechanisms to thirdparty developers who might want to create their own time-ofday-responsive desktops, though it's only a matter of time before
someone figures out the secret.
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This feature is available only on the desktop, so it won't work in a
Finder window. Furthermore, Stacks lacks some customization
options. For example, shortcuts to apps, Zip archives, and other
miscellaneous icons get grouped by default in a Stack called
Other. If you want customized stacks with unique names, you
need to use the Finder's Tag feature to organize a set of items,
then choose the option to group stacks by tags.

Finder Finesse
The Finder gets its own visual overhaul to match today's highresolution monitors. The Finder's old CopyFlow view is gone,
replaced by a spacious Gallery view that displays large-scale
preview images, with relevant metadata listed in a sidebar on the
right. The sidebar includes a menu for functions like rotating or
marking up images, so you can perform many tasks directly from
the Finder, without opening files in another application.

I've complained for years about the blindingly bright blue folder
icons in macOS; they're still blinding in Light Mode, but Dark
Mode adds some gray shading to the folder icons so they're a lot
less distracting.

How Does Mojave Stack Up?

Until Mojave, macOS had a full-featured screen-capture tool
called Grab, but if you wanted a quick screenshot on a Mac—the
equivalent of holding the top or side button and clicking Home
on an iPhone—you were limited to two key-combinations: ShiftCmd-3 for full-screen and Shift-Cmd-4 to capture a window or
draw a rectangle for capturing. Mojave adds a Shift-Cmd-5
shortcut, which opens a toolbar with all three options available,
plus a new option to record a video of the entire screen or a
rectangular selection. The old Grab tool is gone, but a new
ScreenShot app displays all the new options if you don't
remember the keyboard shortcut.

The other new desktop feature, Stacks (accessible via the Finder
menu), gathers all the random icons on your desktop into a few
neat stacks at the right edge of the screen and organizes
everything into categories such as documents and images. You
don't need to expand a stack to see what's in it—just use a twofinger swipe on the trackpad to make each icon in a stack appear
in turn at the top. A submenu lets you organize stacks by date
rather than by kind, so you can have stacks of files labeled Today
or Yesterday.
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Even better, when you take any screenshot, a thumbnail opens
on the lower right corner of the screen, and a context menu lets
you save the screenshot to the desktop (the default), or your
Documents folder, or clipboard. Alternatively, you can open the
screenshot in Mail, Messages, Preview, or Photos, or mark it up
on the spot. The one missing feature is an option to save the
screenshot with a descriptive name, instead of the automatically
applied generic name that includes the date and time, which you
always change anyway.
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oﬀers to take you directly to the site's password change page.
This feature alerted me to a few passwords that I had used twice,
and gave me a link to a page where I could change the
password.

Privacy and Security in Mojave
Beneath its dazzling surface, Mojave makes important, but
invisible, advances in privacy and security. Safari, for
example, makes it harder than ever for advertisers to track
you. Apple points out that if you are logged in to a social media
site, Facebook-style Like and Comment buttons can track you
everywhere online, even if you don't click on them. On Mojave,
Safari blocks that tracking. If you click on one of those buttons,
Safari asks your permission before it transmits your response.
Mojave also anonymizes the system information (like your
screen size and installed fonts) that many web-tracking sites
request from your browser so that they can "fingerprint" your
system and send targeted ads. All this makes the web a lot less
creepy. Editor Bolding.

Mojave also tightens security in thousands of third-party
AppleScript apps that use Finder and other internal macOS
features to automate complex procedures. These AppleScript
apps still run in the same way they did before, but the first time
you run them under Mojave, macOS will ask permission to let the
apps access these features. If you click OK, the system won't
ask again. The slight inconvenience is worth the added security,
but, inevitably, some users will think that their apps are doing
something new—instead of getting permission to do what
they've always done—and those users may refuse permission,
and then wonder why their app isn't working. Fortunately, the
same app will ask again the next time you run it, and you can
click OK once and for all.

Mojave can also function as a password manager. The new OS
automatically creates and stores strong passwords when you use
Safari to sign up to a website—no more "12345" unless you
insist on it. (You shouldn't.) For sites that send one-time
passcodes via text message when you try to sign in, Safari
automatically plugs them in as AutoFill suggestions, reducing
confusion and errors when your non-technical relatives try to
type in the SMS number of the remote site instead of the
password.

Improved Continuity
With every new OS release, Apple tightens its ecosystem to
make the Mac work more closely with mobile hardware, and
Mojave is no exception. My favorite new feature is Continuity
Camera. When you're working in a document or message on
your Mac and want to insert a photograph or scanned document,

In Safari's Passwords preference pane, alert buttons appear next
to passwords you've used on more than one site, and if you click
on the alert, a button prompts you to change the password—and
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simply Ctrl-click in the document. The resultant pop-up menu
includes a Take Photo option, which lets you snap a picture on
your mobile device, or Scan Documents, which straightens and
crops a photo that you take of a receipt or similar document.
Take the photo on your phone; click a "Use Photo" item that
appears below the image, and the picture pops instantly into
your document.
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The New macOS App Store
When Apple excitedly announced a makeover for the App Store,
I hid my yawn behind my hand—only to find that the makeover
mostly justifies the hype. The new store has a spacious layout
with plenty of detail about individual apps and, if the developer
provides them, video previews and detailed background
information. In previous versions, you could Ctrl-click on your
purchased apps and pop up a menu with an option to hide your
purchase. Mojave replaces this with a three-dot icon that
appears when you hover the listing for the app. Click on the icon
and a menu pops up where you can hide the purchase or send a
link to it via Messages, Mail and more. One long-standing
annoyance still hasn't been fixed: the list of your purchased
products is still sorted in reverse chronological order, with no
option to sort it any other way.
Both Windows 10 and Ubuntu feature growing and evolving app
stores, so it's important that Apple continues to innovate in this
area.

When to Upgrade
The four apps imported from iOS—News, Stocks, Voice Memos,
and Home—look like more spacious versions of their iOS
counterparts and translate well to the desktop. The Home app is
a lot easier to manage on a desktop screen than a cramped
phone display. The News app automatically recognizes
newspaper sites that you've signed in to via Safari, and displays
subscription-only content without making you sign in again.
None of these apps looks entirely macOS-like, but that will only
bother purists. What bothers me slightly are the large-type
headers like "Top Stories" that waste real-estate on screen
instead of using subtler visual features to distinguish between
top stories and lesser ones. Apple will sort out these design
issues sooner or later. Meanwhile, I'm glad to have all these
apps, and they've already reduced my temptation to grab my
phone when I should be working.

One promised Mojave feature wasn't ready for this first release,
and Apple vaguely promises it for "later this fall." The missing
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feature is Group FaceTime, which will let you send out invitations
for a video or audio chat with up to 32 people at the same time.
They can connect via a Mac or an iOS device or (with audio only)
an Apple Watch. Until this feature shows up in a developer beta
for an interim release, I won't be able to try it, but Apple says that
your Mac or phone will automatically show a larger image of the
person currently speaking, with the others in displayed as smaller
images in the FaceTime window. Apple's publicity screenshot
shows a dozen deliriously happy teenagers grinning at each
other while they chat, but grinning presumably won't be required
in the released version.
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already enabled, so the original error message made no sense at
all.
After repeating this frustrating sequence of messages and clicks
a few more times, I finally gave up and restarting the Mac—and
Continuity Camera then worked exactly as it was supposed to.
The good news is that this issue is by no means a show-stopper,
and it's the only problem I encountered.

An Enviable OS
No one's going to choose between macOS and Windows 10 by
comparing features (your hardware determines your OS), but
Mojave should give Mac users plenty of reasons to be glad they
chose Apple. Mojave's elegance and convenience will likely even
tempt some among the Windows faithful.

Every initial (point-zero) release of macOS has some minor
glitches that get sorted out in the first update. As a rule, I wait for
the first update before upgrading the machine I use for work and
play, but that's because I prefer to be over-cautious. Apple's
beta-testing left me impressed with its eﬃciency and
thoroughness. Early in the beta period, I used my Apple
Developer account to report bugs in two deeply obscure macOS
features, which I use in a few Applescript apps that I've written
over the years. (If you must know, the two features are
PostScript-to-PDF command-line conversion and file access
through a background program called a launch daemon.) These
were low-priority issues, but Apple fixed them promptly and
completely, which is a lot better than my experience when
reporting bugs to some other major software vendors.

I use both macOS and Windows every day; Windows for work
and the Mac for pleasure. Some of the apps I rely on are better
on Windows—for example, the unmatched ABBYY FineReader
Pro app (for OCR and PDF editing) and Microsoft Oﬃce (with its
richer set of Windows-based keyboard shortcuts). I admire both
systems, but I reach for my Mac when I have a choice. Mojave
makes the decision easier.
For more on the most interesting new parts of Apple's latest
operating system, check out our feature on 10 macOS Mojave
Features We Can't Wait to Try.

Testing the release version of Mojave on a 2017 MacBook Pro, I
experienced only one minor hiccup that fixed itself when I
restarted the machine. I was testing the Continuity Camera
feature that lets you take a photo with your camera and insert it
into an app like Pages. When I clicked Take Photo from the popup menu in Pages, a dialog box told me that I needed to enable
two-factor authentication for this Mac, and oﬀered to take me to
the iCloud Settings to enable it. When I clicked on the Continue
button, I was taken to the iCloud Settings, but not directly to the
Security tab, which means that non-expert users will be
thoroughly confused by what to do next. Then, when I opened
the Security tab, it showed that two-factor authentication was
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Bob LeVitus posted the following article to appleworld.today on
October 9, 2018. tinyurl.com/y6web58f. © Raven Solutions, LLC.
Bob is the author of more than 80 books, a computer columnist,
and Mac expert. He writes a weekly column for The Mac
Observer and is one of my favorite authors and speakers
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If the selected file is an image (as shown above), those icons
include Rotate Left and Markup. And, if the selected image file is
a layered Photoshop .psd file, (as shown below), you’ll see the
Create PDF icon, which lets you turn it into a PDF file with one
click. Sweet!

Mojave’s Quick Actions Are Easy To Use
(And Love)
By Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus
Last week I told you about some of my favorite new macOS
Mojave features—the new screenshot keyboard shortcut
Command + Shift + 5; Markup tools everywhere; and Continuity
Camera. They’re just the tip of the iceberg.
Digging a little deeper, I place Finder Quick Actions at the top of
the list. These new items appear at the bottom of the Preview
pane in Finder windows when files are selected. So, open a
Finder window and enable its Preview pane (View-->Show
Preview or Command + Shift + P). Then, click an image file and
look at the bottom of the Preview pane, where you’ll find one or
more icons for Finder Quick Actions.

If you select an audio or video file, in addition to a Rotate Left
icon, you’ll also see a Trim Quick Action icon (as shown below),
which lets you rotate or trim audio or video files without
launching an app. Sweeter!
Finally, you can create your own Quick Actions using Automator.
To me, that may be the sweetest part, but I don't have time to tell
you more about it (at least not this week).
This nugget of info is from my “Working Smarter for Mac Users”
newsletter. You can sign up for free and get free timesaving tips,
and more, every week.
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The following article was posted to osxdaily.com on October 12,
2018. tinyurl.com/y8x5gg86. © OSX Daily. Try the site. Lots of
tips and good info.
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3.

At the very top of the General settings, look for the
“Appearance” section and then choose “Dark”

4.

When finished, close out of System Preferences

How To Enable Dark Mode On MacOS
Mojave

The Dark Mode theme available in MacOS Mojave 10.14 onward
oﬀers a unique visual interface and desktop environment to work
in, shifting nearly all onscreen visual elements to dark grays and
blacks. For many Mac users, the Dark theme is perhaps the most
popular new feature to arrive in MacOS Mojave, and the new
user interface theme may be the sole reason that some Mac
users update to the latest system software release.
You can easily enable Dark mode theme in MacOS while initially
configuring MacOS, or you can switch between Dark mode and
Light mode appearance at any time by adjusting the Mac OS
system settings.

The visual diﬀerences between Dark mode and Light mode are
dramatic and very obvious immediately.
Much as it sounds, the Dark mode theme is very dark. Gone are
the bright whites and light grays that have been the default
appearance of MacOS for a while now, as they are basically
inverted into blacks and deep dark grays. Many users really enjoy
the appearance of Dark Mode on Mac OS, particularly for those
who work at night or in a dimly lit area, or if you just find the
bright white Light interface to be distracting or glaring.

Note that being able to enable Dark Mode in MacOS requires
macOS Mojave 10.14 or later, as earlier versions do not support
the full Dark visual theme*.

How to Enable Dark Mode Theme on Mac
1.

Pull down the  Apple menu and choose “System
Preferences”

2.

Select the “General” control panel
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the years, from aqua to brushed metal to beyond, with the most
recently recognizable UI appearance change having arrived in
Yosemite as the bright Light theme, and with the Dark theme
option arriving in Mojave).
You can change from Dark theme to Light theme at any time by
going to the System Preferences General settings and adjusting
from there, and the eﬀect is always immediate without requiring a
system reboot or anything of that sort. Everything on screen just
redraws into either the Dark appearance or the Light appearance,
depending on which UI is set by the user.
There are a few other settings that can impact how the Dark
appearance or Light Appearance may look in Mac OS, including
disabling transparency eﬀects in Mac OS interface, if you’re
using the Increase Contrast setting, and adjusting the highlight
color for what is selected on screen. Even your wallpaper can
also change the appearance of Light and Dark appearances, if
you have transparency eﬀects enabled on the Mac.

You’ll also notice that the wallpaper background image changes
depending on if you’re using Dark or Light theme, though you
can change wallpaper images separately at any time too.

How to Enable the Light Gray Theme on Mac (the
Default visual appearance)

Similarly, the Light mode theme is very light. With many bright
grays and bright white visual elements, this has been the default
appearance of MacOS for quite some time in one respect or
another (Mac OS X has had several distinct visual themes over

1.

Pull down the  Apple menu and choose “System
Preferences”

2.

Select the “General” control panel

3.

At the very top of the General settings, look for the
“Appearance” section and then choose “Light”

4.

When finished, close out of System Preferences

Whether you prefer the Light mode theme or Dark mode theme,
or perhaps both or either depending on the setting you’re
working in or the time of day, is entirely a matter of personal
preference. You can always try out the diﬀerent appearance
setting and if you don’t like it, switch back.
* Note that macOS High Sierra has a very broken dark theme that
can be enabled but it’s not recommended, while other prior
versions of MacOS can enable a dark menu bar and dark Dock
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Sierra (10.12) were notable in my mind for being well-conceived
and well-received, adding valuable features and technical
refinements.
Not so well received were Lion (10.7), Yosemite (10.10), and High
Sierra (10.13), notable for its disastrous root access vulnerability
snafu and the reintroduction of graphics hangs on the 2013 Mac
Pro. In the other releases, features were introduced of dubious
value—ones that I wasn’t enthusiastic about adopting or saw no
real value in.
I installed Developer Preview #1 of Mojave on my 2015 MacBook
right after WWDC, and right away I developed a lot of
confidence, as I worked through the betas, right up to the last
DP/Public Beta 11. While I’m not a developer and haven’t
technically stressed Mojave the way some developers do, I’ve
developed a feel, from a user’s point of view, that this release is
well thought out and oﬀers real world features for my workflow
that I think will be valuable.

appearance in Mac OS X, though the dark appearance won’t
carry over to the other user interface elements on the Mac.

Apple is both paying more attention to how we work as well as
what we’ve come to expect after years of working with iOS on
our iPhones. Tangible benefits come from this approach.

John Martellaro posted the following article to macobserver.com
on September 26, 2018. tinyurl.com/yas3lh48 © The Mac
Observer, Inc. A scientist and author, he has worked for NASA,
the Oak Ridge National Laboratory, & Apple.

macOS Mojave Compatibility with Older Macs
Along the way, Apple has gotten a lot better at the visual design,
thoroughness, and content of it support documents. This is most
welcome. A great place to start is: “Upgrade to macOS Mojave.”
The first thing to check is whether your Mac supports Mojave.
For ease of reference, here’s Apple list. Omited by Editor.

Apple’s Macos Mojave: A User
Perspective & Review
By John Martellaro

To Update or Not?

Apple’s macOS Mojave is the most interesting, capable and
stable release in years. Here are my brief observations.

The real litmus tests for a new macOS are: 1) Can it be installed
with confidence? 2) Is it compatible with all mission critical apps
—assuming they’ve been properly updated, and 3) Are the new
features compelling?

macOS Mojave Introduction
This is Apple’s 15th formal release of macOS, version 10.14,
released September 24, 2018. (Cheetah was 10.0, released on
March 14, 2001.) Throughout the years there have been some
stellar releases and some duds. On the positive side, Jaguar
(10.2), Tiger (10.4), Snow Leopard (10.6), Mavericks (10.9) and

I should add here that, over and above the previous list, it’s
usually true that each release of macOS introduces important
architectural changes designed to deal with nasty internet threats
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discovered by Apple and others. Assuming your mission critical
apps are good to go, it’s usually wise to proceed with the
upgrade fairly soon rather than hang back (or skip entirely) out of
fear of change.

Notable New Features of macOS Mojave
I am particularly enthusiastic about this crop of new features.
They have the look and feel derived from a refined understanding
of how macOS users work. Let’s walk through the more
significant ones that deserve commentary.
1. Dark Mode. This feature is the darling child of the
technogeeks. Those who fell into early dark mode apps like
Photoshop or Discord are enthusiastic. Apple has tapped into a
sensation and made a big fuss about Dark Mode, as they often
tend to do, because it’s upfront, dramatic and visual. It also
punctuates Mojave’s dynamic desktop.

Preview pane (see above) are some icons that trigger Finder
Actions. Where have these been all my life? Of course, these
tools can’t always replace the functionality of a full-blown
graphics app, but they’re there in a pinch when time is critical.
Very nice, Apple.

In the end, however, it’s a matter of visual taste. Plus, there are
optical side eﬀects. Dark Mode will open your eye’s pupil a bit
more, and that tends to emphasize any of the eye’s optical
problems such as spherical aberration or astigmatism. So older
users may find Dark Mode a bit blurrier. Plus all the kinks aren’t
worked out in a consistent way, especially in the Mail.app. My
take: I’m glad it’s there, it’s cool, but I don’t feel pressured into
using it. Personal, visual taste still rules.

4. Finder – Screenshots. Mojave screenshots work the same as
before, but there’s a new option: CMD-SHIFT-5. Apple has a
terrific write-up on this new functionality. Plus, if you don’t like
the default behavior, like iOS, of a Floating Thumbnail, you can
turn that part oﬀ.

2. Finder – Metadata Preview. One of the things Macs are
frequently used for is web development. A lot of work is done
with graphics: sizing, orientation and markup. The number of
times we have to use Get Info nowadays is ridiculous. (One way
around this is to use the brilliant app Path Finder with its Info
pane always open.) The Mojave Finder introduces the Preview
mode in conjunction with the Gallery view. Use View > Show
Preview. You’ll see a lots of useful info there that was previously
locked up in Get Info.
macOS Mojave Finder Gallery with metadata on right.
3. Finder – Actions. Related to the above, at the bottom of the

The (dreaded) Floating Thumbnail.
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I have done that because when I take screenshots, it’s typically
snap-snap-edit-edit with my favorite graphics app. Not snapedit-snap-edit with markup.. I hate the lag. However, I may
change my mind in time.
My take is that the Floating Thumbnail will annoy long-time Mac
users at first, but once the feature is explored even a little, the
real value will become apparent. Bottom line: gone are the days
when screenshots were a rudimentary feature of macOS that had
to be augmented by some third party utility.

Note the three sections now instead of two.

Beyond the Finder
8. Apps – Continuity Camera. This is another splendid example
of Apple thinking about how users work with both a Mac,
perhaps MacBook, and an iPhone. Here’s a link to Apple’s
tutorial. This is a brilliant new feature. Unfortunately, I couldn’t get
it to work with my MacBook/Mojave and iPhone X/iOS 12
combo. No picture would appear at the insertion point in any of
the many Apple apps I tested with. I’ll update if I find the
problem.

5. Finder – Stacks. I am a bit more
circumspect about Stacks. It seems like
a solution looking for a problem. As
Apple describes them, “When you
choose Use Stacks, all the files on your
desktop are gathered into stacks along
the right side of the screen.” Activate
with View > Use Stacks.

9. macOS Updates. After a long, lonely trek in the desert
wilderness, Mojave moves the macOS update functionality back
to System Preferences—where it darn well belongs. Because
reasons of history and Right Thinking. That pref replaces the App
Store preferences which are properly in the App Store’s app
preferences. They were duplicated in High Sierra.

Right oﬀ, I found Stacks a bit diﬃcult to
use with Quick Look. Isolating an item
in the stack is an annoying first step in
doing a Quick Look. I’d rather have immediate access to my
desktop files than worry about tidiness. Speed counts.
Orderliness doesn’t. Clean up when the job is done.

Sanity has been restored.

6. Finder – Quick Look – Markup. Markup augments the
functionality of Quick Look. I have a mixed reaction to this. I think
I’d rather mark up in the Finder or in Preview. Quick Look seems
like the wrong place to edit. It’s just fluﬀ to me, but others may
find it more compelling.

10. iOS Apps. Via the Marzipan project, Apple brought four iOS
apps to Mojave. It’s a precursor of many more to come. The only
one I have heartburn with is Voice Memos. Not the iOS Weather
app? Seriously? I can only surmise Apple didn’t want to step on
developer opportunities, but hey. A simple weather app woulda
been cool.

7. Finder – Dock – Recent Items. This has been brought over
from iOS. There’s now a third section in the Dock that’s reserved
for recently used apps, ones that haven’t been placed in the
dock previously for easy access. This is very nice addition to the
Dock. However, if you don’t like it, you can turn it oﬀ. However, I
recommend staying with it. At the very least it’ll tell you which
apps deserve a permanent home in the Dock.
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upgrade. I have read of no show stoppers as of this writing.
I think Mojave will be one of the most fondly remembered
macOS versions.
Rating: Outstanding Product. Get It Now!
Pros:
Solid from user perspective all through the betas. Compelling,
useful new features.
Cons:
Time Machine still uses HFS+.

Mojave’s Stock app from iOS looks great.
Bad choice there.
11. APFS – Fusion Drives. I have read in several places that
Mojave’s APFS file system is now supported on Apple’s Fusion
drives, but I don’t use Fusion drives and cannot verify. I think it’s
wise to listen to the feedback of other users to see how this is
going before diving in.

Final Words
As with any macOS release, there are many technical subjects to
explore. But I’ve gone on long enough with this short review. My
goal has been to give you an overall feel for macOS Mojave and
why you should think seriously about upgrading. Apple, of
course, has a splendid overview of all the new features.
Previous macOS upgrades may have been optional for some.
However, with today’s internet threat environment combined with
the stellar new features of Mojave, you will have ample reason to
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Bob LeVitus posted the following article to appleworld.today on
October 3, 2018. tinyurl.com/yd3kqbnr. © Raven Solutions, LLC.
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Mojave’s one new shortcut to rule them all — Shift + Command +
5 — which oﬀers those features and more including new screen
movies; a 5 or 10 second timer; choose folder for automatic
saves; and show or hide the mouse pointer.

Three Macos Mojave Features You’ll
Love…
By Bob LeVitus
macOS Mojave (a.k.a. version 10.14) was unleashed last week
but I’ve been running pre-release versions since July (while I was
writing macOS Mojave For Dummies). So… I’m intimately familiar
with its best new features already.

Do This First
Before I tell you about them, however, I feel obliged to oﬀer my
usual instructions for installing major system software upgrades:
1.

Backup your startup disk.

2.

Backup your startup disk again.

3.

Test your backups by restoring a few files.

Markup Tools Available (Nearly) Everywhere

4.

Check your apps’ compatibility at roaringapps.com/apps?
platform=osx/.

5.

Install macOS Mojave.

In a related improvement, Markup tools are now available
everywhere. Just look for the Markup icon — a pencil (or a
marker) in a circle — which you’ll find in the preview panes of
Mojave Finder windows, in Quick Look windows, and the new
screenshot interface as well as in apps like Preview and Mail.

Command + Shift + 5 gets you all of this and more!

Now, without further ado, here are a handful of new Mojave
features I think you’ll love, starting with my two personal favorites
—new screen capture and Markup options.

Click this icon to use the Markup tools.

New Screen Capture Options and Tools
In the past, capturing your screen required memorizing arcane
keyboard shortcuts —Shift + Command + 3to capture the entire
screen; Shift + Command + 4 to capture a selection; Shift +
Command + 4 followed by the spacebar to capture a window or
menu; press and hold the Control key while you click to capture
to the clipboard (rather than to a file); and so on.

Click the Markup icon and you can add circles and arrows and
text (and much more) to the selected document. For what it’s
worth, all the annotations on the Command + Shift + 5 illustration
above were created with Markup tools.

Smile, You’re on Continuity Camera
Another new feature I’m loving is Continuity Camera, which lets
you use your iDevice’s camera to take photos or scan
documents, which then appear on your Mac! It currently works in

The good news is that while these shortcuts still work in Mojave,
you don’t need to memorize them. Instead, just memorize
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the Finder and many Apple apps that accept typed input (i.e.
Pages, Keynote, Mail, Messages, Notes, and TextEdit to name a
few). The easiest way to determine if it’s available is to right (or
Control) -click in a document or on the Finder’s desktop. If Import
from iPhone or iPad appears in the shortcut menu, select the iOS
device you wish to use and choose Take Photo or Scan
Document.
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SOME SPEAKER ROSTER DETAILS
May 12
Multiple Speakers: Mike Inskeep Recent Developments in Security and Privacy; Bob
Barton - Run Multiple MacOS by Partitioning Your Hard
Drive; Mark Bazrod - Facebook & What You Can Do.
June 9
Picnic - Valley Creek Park, Route 29,
East Whiteland
September 8
Joe Kissel - Author and owner of the
Take Control Book series.
October 13
Joe Myshko - Has designed numerous
Internet Gateways for Fortune 500 Companies. His skills
include Internet security and especially securing
Internet application layer protocols.
November 10
Bob "Dr. Mac" LeVitus - a leading expert
on Apple products and software. Has written or cowritten more than 80 popular computer books. Known
for his trademark humorous style and unerring ability to
translate "techie" jargon into usable and fun advice for
regular folks.
December 8
Pot Luck Buﬀet, Swap and Sell Meet,
Member's Show and Tell, and Election of Oﬃcers for 2019
An opportunity to enjoy friends, good food, and to swap
or sell our Mac and iDevice treasures. A "Show and Tell”
session called will allow members 5, 10, or 15 minutes
to present a topic.

Right-click (or Control-click), and if Continuity Camera is
available you’ll see something like this!
If you right- or Control-clicked in a document, the photo or scan
will appear at the insertion point; if you right-clicked in the Finder,
the photo or scan will appear on the Desktop by default.
I’ve already integrated these useful Mojave tools and techniques
in my workflows, and they save me time and eﬀort every day.
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Roman Loyola posted the following article to macworld.com on
September 26, 2018. tinyurl.com/y9wrzfz4. © IDG Consumer &
SMB. A Senior Editor, Macworld, he has covered technology
since the early 1990s.
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how to use Stacks.

MacOS Mojave: What Is Desktop Stacks
And How To Use It
Organize the cluttered mess on your desktop in an instant.

By Roman Loyola

How to turn on Stacks in macOS Mojave
1. In the Finder, click on View in the menu bar.
2. Select Use Stacks. By default, the Mac creates Stacks the
group files by Kind. The Stacks appear on the right side.
The desktop is a convenient place to save files. You can get to
the file you need quickly; it’s right there on the desktop, and you
don’t need to sift through folders. Problem is, the desktop can
get very cluttered, and your access eﬃciency diminishes every
time you save a file to the desktop without removing one.
The new desktop Stacks feature in macOS Mojave helps
organize the clutter. (It’s actually not a brand-new feature; Stacks
made its first appearance in the OS X Dock. You can choose to
have a group of items in the Dock appear as a Folder or as a
Stack. The desktop implementation is new, however.) As the
name implies, Stacks puts your desktop files into stacks. When
you click on a stack, it expands to show the individual files. You
can also scrub through a stack of files to find the one you need.

How to open a file using Stacks
1. Click on a Stack. It will expand to show the enclosed files.
2. Double-click the file you want to open with the default app for
that file type. Or right-click the file, select Open With, and then
select the app you want to use. You can also use Quick Look on
a file by pressing the space bar.

Stacks is a very useful feature that’s quick to implement. And you
can even revert back to your cluttered mess if you want. Here’s

3. The Stack will stay expanded even after you open your file. To
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Roman Loyola posted the following article to macworld.com on
September 24, 2018. tinyurl.com/y9m88vev. © IDG Consumer &
SMB.

close the Stack, you need to click the Stack icon, which will be
shadowed.

How to scrub a Stack and open a file

5 Reasons Why You Should Upgrade To
Macos Mojave Right Now

1. Move your cursor over the Stack you want to peruse.
2. If you are using a Trackpad, slide two fingers left or right to
scrub through a Stack. If you are using a Magic Mouse, use one
finger.

By Roman Loyola

How to change how Stacks are grouped
1. Turn on Stacks, as described above.
2. Click on View.
3. Click on Group Stacks By.
4. A pop-up menu will appear. You can then choose to group
your Stacks by Kind, Date Last Opened, Date Added, Date
Modified, Date Created, or by Tags.

Today’s the day, Mac users: the latest version of macOS, called
Mojave (and oﬃcially it’s version 10.14), is now available. It’s not
a major revamp of the operating system (it’s been a while since
the Mac has had one of those), but it does add new features that
can help you be more productive with your Mac.
That being said, you may be hesitant to upgrade. After all, what
you’re using now works fine, and why risk the potential for
problems? We hear you, and if you don’t want to upgrade right
away, you’ll be fine. But in case you’re on the fence, here are a
few reasons why you should upgrade to macOS Mojave now.
How to upgrade to macOS Mojave.

MacOS Mojave Dark Mode is easier on the eyes
The first new feature Apple discussed at the 2018 Worldwide
Developers Conference unveiling of Mojave, the first feature that
the Mojave website highlights, and the first feature I’m covering
here is Dark Mode, which uses darker colors for user interface
elements like the toolbar and menus. Being first implies a sense
of importance, but to some, Dark Mode may seem like an odd
feature to highlight first. “Yeah, so the Mac uses dark stuﬀ. So
what?”

You can also change the Stacks grouping by right-clicking on a
Stack, and then selecting Group Stacks By. You’ll see the same
pop-up menu of grouping choices as describe in step 4 above
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Think about how you use your Mac (or computers in general).
When you’re looking at a computer screen, you’re basically
staring at a light source. And if you’re like me, you do almost all
of your work all day long while staring at this light source. With a
traditional Mac UI, you’re usually using windows that are
predominating bright white, and staring at the light for a while
can cause eye fatigue.

NOVEMBER 2018

every 30 minutes or so.) Some people think Dark Mode helps you
focus on what you’re working on; I can’t say I agree or disagree, I
don’t notice a diﬀerence in where my attention is at. But while I’m
working, being in Dark Mode feels more pleasing, and I now have
a preference for it. I’m also looking forward to more apps oﬀering
Dark Mode interfaces.
Learn more about macOS Mojave Dark Mode.

MacOS Mojave Continuity Camera
Before Continuity Camera, it took a bit of eﬀort to get a photo or
scan on to your Mac. With Continuity Camera, the process is a
lot more eﬃcient.

A familiar Light Mode window in. macOS Mojave...
You can scan images directly into Notes.
In apps that support the feature, all you need to do is click in the
area where you want your image to appear, and then go to the
File menu and look for an option to import a scan or photo from
your iPhone or iPad. Select it, and an indicator appear in your
Mac app and your iOS device’s camera automatically launches.
You can then snap a pic or “scan” your document, and the result
is automatically inserted in your document. So easy.
Unfortunately, this feature doesn’t allow you to select a pic that’s
already on your iOS device for placement in your document, but
maybe that’s for a future update.

...and a new Dark Mode window.

Continuity Camera works right now with Mojave’s bundled apps,
like Notes, Mail, Messages, and in the Finder. It also works with
Apple’s Numbers, Pages, and Keynote. Look for third-parties to

Dark Mode feels a lot more comfortable to me, though I don’t
feel more or less fatigued at the end of the day. (That’s probably
due to the fact that I make it a point to take quick “vision” breaks
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add this functionality soon.
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auditing. These are great features, but as a longtime 1Password
user, I don’t think I’ll be giving it up for Mojave’s built-in features.
I prefer 1Password’s management tools, even though it means
I’m not being eﬃcient about my password usage.

Learn more about Continuity Camera.

MacOS Mojave improved security features
Security isn’t a glamorous topic, but there are a few now
security features that make Mojave an attractive upgrade.

Learn more about macOS Mojave's security features.

Because of what I do for a living, I’m often downloading and
trying new software, sometimes from developers with whom I’m
not familiar. So I run a few utilities to keep an eye on what’s going
on with my Mac. One of the utilities I use is OverSight, which
flashes an alert any time an app wants to access the Mac’s
FaceTime camera and microphone.

As the family documentarian, it’s my job to take pictures and
videos of family events. But I don’t just shoot and then file away
the results; I look at the pics and videos and edit them. Usually,
they’re easy edits, but it feels like a hassle to preview a file to see
if it needs to be edited, and then open those files that do in an
app.

MacOS Mojave Quick Look for quick image edits

macOS Mojave now lets you know if apps are trying to access
your Mac’s microphone, camera, and other items.
An OverSight-like feature is now built into Mojave that can
alert you when an app wants to access along the camera and
mic, as well as iTunes device backups, Time Machine
backups, your Mail database, your Message history, your
Safari data, and other data.

Crop a photo directly in Quick Look. No need to open an app.

Even better is that Safari in Mojave has improved Intelligent
Tracking Prevention. What this does is that it blocks
attempts to track the websites that you visit. If you trigger
one of these tracks (often by clicking on a comment button,
or when you Like something on Facebook), Safari posts an
alert to let you know that you need to allow tracking to
continue on.

Mojave makes Quick Look most robust, providing simple editing
tools so you don’t even need to open an app. Now when you
preview an image (select it and then press the space bar), you
can click on the Quick Actions icon between the Rotate icon and
the Open in Preview button, and a set of editing tools appears.
You can rotate in 90-degree increments and crop images, and
there’s even a set of markup tools you can use to write notations.
For audio and video, you can trim clips.

Mojave also has more features for managing password, such as
the ability to create strong passwords, the ability to automatically
enter in a security code that you get vis SMS, and password

If you are perusing through dozens and dozens of photos and
videos, the new Quick Look Quick Actions helps a ton with
simple crops and trims. It can be a real time saver.
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Learn more about Quick Look Quick Actions.

Group FaceTime: Coming soon to macOS Mojave

MacOS Mojave News, Stocks, Voice Memos, and
App Store

If these reasons aren’t compelling enough for you to upgrade to
Mojave now, there’s a feature coming soon that will make you
want to upgrade: Group FaceTime. When it becomes available—
Apple says it’ll be here later this fall—you’ll be able to do a group
chat with up to 32 people using a Mac, iPhone, or iPad. If this
feature was available now (and it worked well), it’d be the number
one reason why you should upgrade to Mojave.

If you frequently use the News, Stocks, and Voice Memos apps
on your iPhone or iPad, then you’ll probably find good use for
them on your Mojave Mac. With the News and Stocks apps, your
preferences can be saved to iCloud, so your topics, channels,
watch list, and more are syncs between all your devices. Voice
Memos can save your recording to iCloud so you can access
them on any device.

Let’s hope Group FaceTime comes to the Mac sooner than later.

More macOS Mojave features
Here are several other new features in Mojave if you’re looking
for more reasons to upgrade now.

The new News app in macOS Mojave.
Of these apps, I’ll get the most use out of the News app. It
seems that people tend to rely on social networks to get their
news, but with social networks, the people you follow are the
arbiter of what shows up on your feed—and for a lot of people,
that’s preferable. I like to have more control over the articles that
are fed to me, and that includes topics that may not necessarily
jibe with that of the people I follow. The News app allows you to
set your sources and subjects, so you can get a feed that’s
customized to your interests.

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Apple has also redesigned the App Store, so it’s easier to find
apps. The company is also putting a more eﬀort into your ability
to learn about new software, by featuring App Store editors’
picks and curated app lists.

•
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Desktop Stacks: How to use it to clean up your Desktop
Dynamic Desktop: What it is and how to use it
How to use Gallery View and view metadata in the Finder
How to customize and markup screenshots and screen
recordings
How to add emoji to emails in Apple Mail
How to turn on favicons in Safari 12 tabs
How to turn oﬀ or turn on recent apps in the Dock
Apple will drop Back to My Mac in macOS Mojave. Here
are some workarounds if you rely on it
How to perform system updates in macOS Mojave
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Jonny Evans posted the following article to applemust.com on
July 10, 2018. tinyurl.com/y94j6zt6. © Computerworld Inc. He is
an independent journalist/blogger who first got online in 1993
and began writing about Apple in 1999. He's the Editor in Chief
of AppleMust.
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system wide window traﬃc light buttons): The sidebar button
(enables or disables the sidebar), a heart, a crossed-out heart
and the share button.

Love/Loathe
Look and you will find two icons at the top right of the application
menu above the story, a heart and a crossed-out heart. Tap the
heart if you really like a story and your Mac will remember you
liked it and look out for more stories it thinks are a bit similar to
recommend to you in future. There’s also a crossed-out heart,
tap this and Siri will show you fewer such stories from now on.

MacOS Mojave: How To Use Apple News
By Jonny Evans ·

Share
You can share stories using the Share button. Tap this to access
the usual Share menu items item, though these no longer include
social media links, which is a pity in the context of news.

The best way to read news on your Mac? Maybe.
Apple’s new Mac operating system, macOS 10.14 Mojave,
includes its own version of the company’s popular News app for
the Mac.
What’s nice about the application is that while it is a rework of
the original iOS app, ported to the Mac as an example of what
every developer will be able to do next year when Apple ships
the Marzipan APIs for the task, it has also seen a bunch of nice
improvements that make the app even better as a Mac
application. Apple has also introduced Mac versions of its
Stocks, Voice Memos and Home apps.

News on Mojave

How to get the most out of News on a Mac

What’s in the main news window?

When you launch News on your Mac, you’ll find a large window
containing stories and a smaller Sidebar. You will also see a few
buttons in the application menu (from left to right, excepting the

When you launch News on your Mac you’ll see a large window
containing diﬀerent stories from multiple Apple News sources
(which really should include Apple Must, but we desperately
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need some engineering help). These stories surface in the form of
a large image, the title and the source.
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Siri you like (heart) or don’t like (a crossed-out heart) a particular
suggestion. It’s important to do this as the more you teach Siri
the more eﬀective it will become when making recommendations
to you.

Working with posts
To read a story just click on it in the large window. You will find a
range of diﬀerent options once you are in the story window.

Personalize your News
Saved Stories: Everything you saved for later.

Back and Next
Below those menus you’ll find small back and next up buttons.
They look like arrows. The back button takes you back to the
main view of the channel you are in, while the forward arrow
directs you to the next available story in the channel ‘feed’.

History: Every story you’ve read on Apple News is kept here.
You’ll notice small share icons beside tales in this view. To clear
your history just tap Clear (written in red) at the top right.

More and Follow

This section lets you browse for new channels and topics. Tap it
and you will be directed to a huge list of items, tap one to add it
to your collection.

Browse channels and topics

Each story you read will oﬀer you links to more stories from the
publisher whose tale you are reading. You’ll also find an easy to
spot Follow button, tap this to add the publication to your
Channels sidebar.

The Manage your Notifications item lets you choose which
channels send you messages (to all your iCloud devices) when
something new is published.

You will find more stories below these. Related Stories come
from other publishers and your Mac thinks you might want to
read them.

Blocked
The Blocked list lets you keep what you see as fake news out of
your feed.

What’s in the Sidebar?
Channels and topics

Making sense of News Preferences

Channels, topics and stories are presented in the sidebar. Click
and select any of them to go to that particular collection of
stories, by publisher or topic. A search bar at the top of the
sidebar lets you search for diﬀerent items, such as stories that
aren’t visible in any of your main windows. Tap the Edit button to
change the order of your chosen channels, or delete those you
no longer wish to follow.

News has preferences, just like any other Mac application. You
control these in Menu>News>Preferences. Open them up and
there are two items: General and Acknowledgements.
The latter you will likely only look at once, while the first oﬀers the
following three items as check boxes:

Suggestions
Lower down the sidebar you’ll find the Suggested by Siri section.
This is where Apple attempts to figure out what you like and
make recommendations on the basis of that. This become more
accurate the more you tell Siri what you like. Hover your mouse
over any of these and you’ll find two heart icons, tap these to tell
45

•

Always Show ‘Next Up’:When this is enabled you can
always see links to the next story in a feed.

•

Show Story Previews: Try before you buy

•

Restrict Stories in Today:Check this and the only stories
you see in your Today view will come from channels you
already follow.
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MAIN SESSION

October 11, 2018 Meeting Minutes

Our main speaker was Joe Myshko who spoke on home
automation. Joe has designed networks for major companies
and currently works on Big Data for Comcast. He is also a host
of the 8 AM Saturday morning Computer Corner radio show on
on WCHE 1520 West Chester. He was one of the people who
caught the famous hacker, Kevin Mitnick.
Home automation can control everything in or around your house
that can be connected to the Internet.That includes lighting,
climate, entertainment systems, and appliances. It may also
include home security such as access control and alarm
systems. It connects all controlled devices to a central hub in
your house.
There are three generations of home automation: first generation
- wireless technology; second generation - artificial intelligence
controlled (Amazon Echo) and third generation - robot controlled
(Roomba).
The Belkin Wemo home automation products include switches
and other gadgets. They have a distance limiting point-to-point
topography. The problem can be resolved by using a mesh
network. An alternative is the X10 product line which can handle
a limited number of devices, but also has a distance limit. Joe
thinks it is too expensive and you have to open your firewall to let
the devices communicate with the Internet.
Both product lines work with the Z–Wave and Zigbee
communication protocols. Z–Wave uses a mesh network so it
can keep being extended. Joe says that you still need to be a bit
geeky to use it. Apple products work well with both Z–Wave and
Zigbee.
IFTT (if this, then that) is a chain of conditional statement applets.
There is a free tier and then you have to pay. It runs on both iOS
and Android.
My understanding of Joe's talk was somewhat limited, as you
can tell from the sparseness of these minutes. However, home
automation appears intriguing; you just have to spend a fair
amount of time learning how to use it.

By Mark Bazrod, Secretary
Maria Arguello, our President, opened the MLMUG meeting at
about 9:00 AM at the Ludington Library in Bryn Mawr. There were
about 30 attendees.

Q & A SESSION
Bob Barton and Nick Iacona hosted a Q&A/Comments session.
Nick recently upgraded to IOS 12 and was pleased that the new
iOS took all the passwords from the old iOS. He finds that used
Macs are normally a good deal, whether from the online Apple
Store, a reputable dealer, or friend.
Mark Bazrod commented that he recently purchased a used
2017 iMac from McMobile at a very good price. McMobile is at
1250 Township Line Road in Drexel Hill.near Burmont Road. The
website is macsensei.com.
Q. My DVD player doesn't work through hub. A. Some
peripherals need a direct connection to the Mac. If you don't
have any free ports, you might be able to free up a port by trying
the other peripherals with the hub and seeing which ones are
usable through the hub.
It may be helpful to look for the latest drivers at the developer
site in case your peripherals do not work with a new operating
system. Apple has started moving some applications over from
iOS to MacOS. The first ones are Stocks, Apple News, Voice
Memos, and Home. Dark Mode in Mojave changes the
background from white to black and makes appropriate changes
in all the other elements. Looks very interesting. Dynamic
Desktops in Mojave has a photo of a scene change from showing
the setting at daytime to nighttime in sync with the real-world.
Very elegant.
Users have found that they can successfully upgrade post-2010
Macs to Mojave Lastly, Nick bemoaned the disappearance of the
Window Shade application. He hasn't found a replacement.
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The Stanford team is working on several new projects, including
one designed to test why there might be advantages to the “face
patch,” a specialized brain area for analyzing faces that human
and primate infants naturally develop, and another designed to
investigate how human infants use play to learn.

AI And Humans
Biofeedback
By Kathy Garges

Building on the idea of comparing deep learning networks to
human brain function, an MIT team has developed Brain-Score, a
method for testing how close the process of a neural network
that categorizes objects in pictures is to the biological process.
The test requires the AI to predict the brain pattern of a monkey
and the answer (correct or incorrect) of a human observing the
same image. Brain-Score was presented at the Conference on
Cognitive Computational Neuroscience in Philadelphia in the U.S.
a few weeks ago. The team hopes to obtain submissions of brain
data from a number of neuroscientists to challenge the AI and
develop a better AI neural network, which will not necessarily be
the one that is most human-like.

Just as various animals might use diﬀerent biological
mechanisms from those used by humans for the same important
function, like recognizing faces, artificial intelligence can arrive at
the same results as human intelligence by using a completely
diﬀerent process. This is good, because we don't always know
how human intelligence works. We never would have developed
computers if we first had to figure out how human memory works
in order to copy the same mechanism to invent computer
memory.

At the same conference, a team from Fordham University and
Carnegie Mellon University oﬀered to other researchers in the
field a databank of scans of human brain activity of four people
observing thousands of natural scenes, including rolling hills,
dogs, and human tennis players. The fMRI (functional magnetic
resonance imaging) scans can be used for training and testing
neural networks. Data results could lead to information on which
part of the human brain processes certain kinds of visual
information or could reveal features in natural scenes that
humans use for categorizing observations that are below the
level of human conscious awareness. Do we recognize a forest
mostly because it has depths of dense and varied greenery, or
are other features important?

As AI leaps forward, researchers are starting a new subfield of
natural science that compares AI function with human or animal
function to gain new insights into natural intelligence. A team at
Delft University in the Netherlands, for example, designed a flying
robot that can be programmed to test diﬀerent ideas about how
small winged insects (or birds) fly. The biological insects are too
small and fast for us to observe. The flying robot is untethered,
55 times as large as a fruit fly, and can fly at a speed of 15 miles
per hour. The team has published its first successful results,
showing how fruit flies make rapid turns.
While many of us were worrying about the dangers of the opaque
“black box” of deep learning AI, researchers at Stanford
University completed a study in 2014 that showed that a deep
learning neural network used processes similar to those of
humans to recognize objects in pictures. Although the research
does not give complete comfort that every deep learning AI, all of
the time, will give the same results as human intelligence, or will
always be safely predictable, it opens new avenues for study.

Being able to map the limits and boundaries of human
perception and intelligence can be just as important to
understanding ourselves as investigating how we know what we
know. A Cornell University team has reported using an AI neural
network to see organized patterns in data of very cold
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superconductor states, around minus 269 degrees Celsius. Of
course, we know that humans cannot directly observe such
patterns. Images from the best microscopes are chaotic and
“noisy” to us. For all we knew, there might be no organized
patterns at that level of the physical world.

tinyurl.com/y99mdr92

The Cornell team used “supervised learning,” training the AI with
patterns that corresponded to diﬀerent, competing scientific
theories about this physical “gap.” The trained AI then tested the
real experimental data. A clear winner emerged, a theory
originally proposed in the 1990s and based on a particle
description of electrons. The team is designing a new experiment
to analyze data from X-ray diﬀraction of quantum materials, this
time using “unsupervised learning,” setting the AI free to develop
its own categories and classifications without pre-training on
human-tagged data.
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Will an artificial intelligence one day share a prize with humans
for a scientific breakthrough? An article by the head scientist at
Sony Computer Science Laboratories has already proposed a
grand challenge goal of designing an AI with the capability to do
so, arguing that using AI for this purpose will transform scientific
discovery.
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